PROFILE
Hi I'm Julie. I'm a DC Hill staffer turned Web Developer. I discovered
my passion for programming over a year ago and never looked back. I
love organization, clean design and finding unique ways to solve
problems. I'm currently enrolled in DigitalCrafts' full time immersive
coding bootcamp to accelerate my development skills and am seeking
job opportunities in the Greater Atlanta area.

FEATURED PROJECTS
LUCYMAIL E-COMMERCE SITE
MAY 2017

JULIE DYER
FULL STACK WEB DEVELOPER
ATLANTA, GA

CONTACT
504-616-9063
JULIEMDYER@GMAIL.COM

ONLINE PRESENCE
PORTFOLIO: JULIEMDYER.COM
GITHUB: GITHUB.COM/JULIEMDYER
LINKEDIN: LINKEDIN.COM/IN/JULIEMDYER

EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
BS PSYCHOLOGY, 2004- 2008
GPA: 3.97, SUMMA CUM LAUDE

SKILLS
HTML5

Express

CSS3

Node.js

JavaScript

PostgreSQL

Python

React

Ruby

Redux

Sinatra

jQuery

Live Site: http://lucymail.juliemdyer.com/
Repository: https://github.com/juliemdyer/E-commerce-App
E-commerce site with React, Redux and Express. Ability to sign in and
create an account, add items to shopping cart and checkout.
Integrated the Stripe API to accept real payments.
HUDDLEUP
APRIL 2017
Live site: letshuddleup.net
Repository: https://github.com/juliemdyer/Huddle-Up
Group project created using Express, Node.js, Ajax, PostgreSQL,
JavaScript, jQuery, HTML and CSS.
Site for little league coaches and parents to manage teams. All
users can create an account, log in, create a team or join a
team, post messages, photos and events. Coaches can send text
messages to all parents of the team they coach.
ATLANTA EATS
APRIL 2017
Live site: http://restaurant-reviewer.juliemdyer.com/
Repository: https://github.com/juliemdyer/Restaurant-Reviewer
Yelp clone created using Express, Node.js, PostgreSQL, Ajax,
JavaScript, jQuery, HTML, CSS
Users can create an account, login, rate, review and favorite
restaurants and add new restaurants to the database.
MY LIBRARY
APRIL 2017
Live site: library.juliemdyer.com
Repository: https://github.com/juliemdyer/Library-App
Library app add, update, and delete book entries. Used the
GoodReads API to incorporate book covers.
Written with Ruby and Sinatra which I taught myself over a few
days of "self study."
BLACKJACK
MARCH 2017
Live site: julies-blackjack.bitballoon.com
Repository: github.com/juliemdyer/Blackjack
In-class project working in a team of two. We used HTML, CSS and
jQuery along with the SweetAlert plugin for the pop ups.
Refactored code into object oriented style and took the project
further than the class assignment to add betting and double down
features.

EXPERIENCE
DIGITALCRAFTS
STUDENT | FEB 2017 - JUNE 2017
Sixteen week full-time immersive web development
course.
Daily procedure includes responsive site development,
efficient code design, pair programming, debugging
techniques and key principles such as version control
and analytical thinking for problem solving.

UNITED STATES SENATE - OFFICE OF SEN DAVID VITTER
ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTOR | JAN 2012 - JAN 2017

JULIE DYER
FULL STACK WEB DEVELOPER
ATLANTA, GA

CONTACT

Managed 3.5 million dollar office budget.
Worked with the Senate Chief Council for Employment
to ensure office complied with all Employment laws.
Provided personnel support to office, including
maintenance of employee personnel files and
orientation of new staff.
Assisted staff with administrative and travel
procedures, maintained and monitored employee leave
schedules and time sheets and acted as Office
Emergency Coordinator.
Continued to act as Executive Assistant and carried out
duties as outlined below.
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT | JAN 2010 - JAN 2012

504-616-9063
JULIEMDYER@GMAIL.COM

ONLINE PRESENCE
PORTFOLIO: JULIEMDYER.COM
GITHUB: GITHUB.COM/JULIEMDYER
LINKEDIN: LINKEDIN.COM/IN/JULIEMDYER

Responsible for shaping the Senator’s schedule in the
state to maximize positive exposure to press,
constituents, and policy stakeholders in Louisiana.
Monitored issues of interest in Louisiana and politics as
pertaining to short- and long-term strategic goals.
Cultivated long-term relationships with elected officials,
business leaders and civic leaders in order to
coordinate appearances around the state.
STAFF ASSISTANT | JUN 2008 - AUG 2010

EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
BS PSYCHOLOGY, 2004- 2008
GPA: 3.97, SUMMA CUM LAUDE

SKILLS
HTML5

Express

CSS3

Node.js

JavaScript

PostgreSQL

Python

React

Ruby

Redux

Sinatra

jQuery

Tour Coordinator for constituents traveling to
Washington. Developed a new and more efficient
system of organization for tour requests.
Answered and monitored all incoming calls for the
Senator and staff. Greeted visitors and coordinated
appointment arrivals. Performed other administrative
or legislative support duties as assigned.

ROMNEY FOR PRESIDENT
SCHEDULER | JULY 2012 - NOV 2012
Took a leave of absence from the Senate to work on
Governor Romney’s Presidential run in Boston.
Maintained all scheduling logistics for surrogate
Governors, Members of Congress and celebrities for
events on behalf of Governor Romney and Congressman
Ryan.
Worked closely with Political, Communications and
Finance departments in fulfilling their desired requests
for Surrogates.

